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Kendall (2009) shows that speech rate correlates to region, ethnicity, gender, and age. Beyond 
average rates, acceleration and deceleration matter. Psychologists and musicologists link tempo not only 
to demographic categories, but to emotions and personality-types, too.  
An analysis of five Star Trek episodes shows how differences in tempo match differences in characters, 
from the highly variable tempos of a passionate Captain Kirk to the measured, burst-free speech of the 
emotionless Mr. Spock. The actors deploy tempo stylistically, creating emotions and personalities that 
audiences understand.  

To calculate evenness and irregularity in tempo, I adapt measures of burstiness that network 
traffic engineering uses for packets traveling across the Internet: computing the variance in time between 
syllable nuclei in an utterance, then dividing the variance by 0.5*the number of syllables. The bigger the 
ratio, the more it is characterized by clusters.  
Kirk’s burstiness differs significantly from his crew: at least four times greater than all the others at their 
burstiest. Everyone’s bursts correlate to emotional “hot spots”—areas of increased involvement (Çetin 
and Shriberg 2006). 

I demonstrate that meanings of tempo are structured by two themes: (i) arousal (“action 
readiness”) and (ii) ideologies about time. These emerge not just in the Star Trek data but from building 
indexical fields for “fast talk” and “slow talk.” In the spirit of Eckert (2008), the fields begin with proven 
correlations. I also develop a rapid survey methodology—results from 50 participants chart a constellation 
of ideological meanings that describe who talks fast/slow and when.  

This paper differs from most work on social meaning by focusing on a suprasegmental aspect of 
speech. It also draws upon psychology, anthropology, musicology, and computer science. Its use of 
performances distills stylistic tempo from reflexive, cognitive effects, offering insights that assist our 
understanding of how tempo gets used in naturally-occurring speech.  

 


